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1, INTRODUCITON 
LET v,,, denote the Stiefel manifold of orthogonal k-frames in R”. Thus 
K,, = ((Yl,. * * 9 yk)l YiC R”, IIyiII = 1, yi_Lyj for i #j} where 11 (I is the usual Euclidean 
norm on R!“. Each (y,, . . . , yk) can be viewed as an n x k matrix. Note that V,, 1 = S”- ’ and 
v,,” = O(n). 
The orthogonal group O(k) acts on V,,k via the matrix multiplication 
(Yl, . . . 9 Yd.9, gEO(k). 
Thus each g E O(k) defines a self-map 4: V., k + V,,,. Consider the homotopy class [d] in the 
semi-group of homotopy classes of self-maps of V,,,. If g E SO(k), the rotation group, then 
[d] = 1 since SO(k) contains the identity matrix and is path-connected. The class [a] = 1 
includes the self-maps which change the sign of any two columns. The set 
{Cb’lls~W) - WV1 1 a so consists of only one homotopy class since O(k) - SO(k) is the 
other path-component of O(k); denote this class by 2.13. contains the self-maps which change 
the sign of any column. It is clear that R2 = 1. Following James [4], we say Vn,k is neutral if 
I= 1. 
If n is even and k is odd then V,,, is neutral, and this is seen as follows. The orthogonal 
group O(n) acts on V,,, via the matrix multiplication 
f(Yl,. * . 3 Yk), fe o(n). 
Thus each fg O(n) defines a self-map J V,,, -+ V,,, . Again the set {CT] Ifg O(n) - SO(n)} 
consists of only one homotopy class which is denoted by CL. It satisfies p2 = 1 and contains 
the self-maps which change the sign of any row. Thus the self-map which changes the sign of 
all rows represents p”. Clearly this map also represents Lk. So 1’ = p”. If n is even and k is 
odd then 2 = Ik = ,u” = 1 proving v”,k is neutral. This proof appears in $1 of [4]. For our 
purpose we will also give a “constructive” proof of this fact in $3. 
If n - k is even then V,,, is non-neutral, and this is shown as follows. The result is 
obvious for n = k. So assume n > k. Let j: V, ._k + 1, 1 -+ V,,, be the map given by 
j(y) = (Y, em, em+,, . . . , 4 
where m=n-k+2, el=(O,. ..,O,l,O,. . ., 0). Let P” denote the n-dimensional real 
I n 
projective space. There is a standard inclusion map Pn,k f Vn,& from the stunted real 
projective space Pn,k = Pn-l/Pn-k-l to V,,k such that i maps the bottom sphere Snek of 
tThis research is supported by N.S.C. of the Republic of China. 
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Pn,k homeomorphically onto l&k+ 1, i = Snmk and that the pair (&+, Pn,k) iS (2n - 2k)- 
connected ([4], [lo]). Thus Hn_k(V”,k, h) Z’ Hn_k(P,,&, E) and this group is Z for n - k 
even. This implies the induced map 
j*: Hn_k(Sn-k, ii!) = if --) Hn_k(vn,k, z) = a. 
is an isomorphism. We have a commutative diagram 
y-k s - g l n k 
li li 
V 
D 
“,k - v,,k 
where g is the antipodal map and d is the map which changes the sign of the first column in 
each k-frame. Since g has degree ( - l)Rmk+l = - 1, it follows that 
($), = -1.: &k(V,,k, z) = z + Hn-k(Vn,k, z) = z?! 
proving v,,k is non-neutral. 
It remains to consider the case in which n is odd and k is even. For this case I. M. James 
proves in [4] the following two results (1.1) and (1.2). 
(1.1) Let n be odd and k even. If K,k is neutral then either n + 1 or n - k - 1 is divisible 
by 2’ where t is the least integer such that 2’ > k. 
Before stating the second result we note, by (l.l), that if n I 2k - 1 and k < n - 1 then 
O<n-k-l~k-2<k<2’,andson+1=2’,apowerof2.Fork=n-l,theStiefel 
manifold V”, ” _ 1 is neutral for all n 2 2, and this is seen as follows. Each 
(YIP * * * 7 y” _ 1 ) E V”,, _ 1 determines a unique unit vector y. which is the exterior product 
y,r\... A y,_, so that (yi,. . . , Y”_~, y,)~S0(n). The map fi V”,n_1 + SO(n) sending 
(YI, . . . 3 Y,-I) to (Yl,. . * 7 y, _ 1, y,) is a homeomorphism. The map 4: V”,, _ 1 + V.,” _ 1 
which changes the sign of the last column corresponds, via1; to the map S: SO(n) + SO(n) 
which changes the sign of the last two columns. Since [S] = 1, [d] = 1. 
(1.2) Let n be odd and n 2 2k + 1 where k = 2,4 or 8. If Vn,k is neutral then n + 1 is 
a power of two. 
James goes on to conjecture that (1.2) is true for all even values of k. It is the purpose of 
this paper to prove this conjecture. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let n be odd and k be any positive even integer with n 2 2k + 1. Then V”,k is 
non-neutral unless n + 1 is a power of two. 
This together with James’ result (1.1) and the remarks above settle a substantial portion 
of the neutrality problem on V”,,. What remain unsettled are the cases n = 2” - 1, k even, 
except for some small m and k. For k = 2, James also proves in [4] that Vz- _ 1., 2 is neutral if 
and only if the Whitehead product [z~~_~,~~~_~]E~~~+~-~(S*~~~) can be halved. In 
fact, he proves this for all V”,, with n odd. Whether [r2.,,- 1, I*,.,- 1] can be halved is an 
important problem in the homotopy theory of spheres. This problem is known as the strong 
Kervaire invariant conjecture (Cl]). The conjecture is known true for m I 6. The cases 
m = 1,2 and 3 are trivial since the corresponding [r2..,_ r, lZrn_ 1] are zero. The case m = 4 is 
due to H. Toda ([l 1]), the case m = 5 is due to Mahowald and Tangora ([7]) and the case 
m = 6 is due to Mahowald (see [S]). The conjecture for m 2 7 is presently unknown. The 
neutrality problem on v,,k for the cases n = 2”’ - 1, k = 21 2 4 may be even harder. Of 
these, so far only V,,k (k = 4,6) is known to be neutral since it is an equivariant retract of 
V &k+l, see [41? 6l. 
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This paper is organized as follows. All cohomology or homology groups of spaces 
hereafter have Z/2 coefficients. In $2 we recall the structure of H*( I’,,,,) over the mod 2 
Steenrod algebra A. In $3 we construct, for n odd, k even, a map V,,, xz, S’ s V,+ l,k+ 1 
using the fact that V,,+ l,k+ 1 is neutral, and prove 
(*) H”(V,,+,,,+,) = Z/2~H”(I/,,,xzlS’) = Z/2 for n 2 2k + 1. 
Z 
Here the action of iZ2 = { 1, g} on V,,, (resp. S’) is defined by letting g: Vn,k + I’,,, (resp. g: 
S’ + S’) be the map which changes the sign of the last vector in each k-frame (resp. the 
antipodal map). The result (*) is stated as Proposition 3.13. This result together with 
a result-Proposition 4.5 on some unstable secondary cohomology operation @ in the 
Stiefel manifold I’,,,,,, for certain m will be the basis for our proof of Theorem 1.3. The 
proof of (1.3) is given in $5. The method of the proof is a kind of generalization of James’ 
method in [4], $21 by which (1.1) is proved. The proof of Proposition 4.5 is given in $6. 
2. SOME BASIC FACTS ABOUT THE STIEFEL MANIFOLDS Vn,, 
In this section we recall from [lo] (also see [4]) some basic facts about V,,k. For our 
purpose we need only consider k < n, and from now on we assume this. 
Let P” denote the n-dimensional real projective space. For each pair of positive integers 
(n, k) with k < n there is a standard inclusion P,,k = Pn-l/Pn-k-l & V,,k such that the pair 
( Vn,k, Pn,k) is (2n - 2k)-connected.. These inclusions have the following compatibility prop- 
erties 
P 
1 i 
n,k - v,k P n,k , V 
lr i 1’P 1P i 
n,k 
14 
P n,k’ - b,k’ P n+l,k+l - v,+l,k+l 
(2.1) 
where n > k > k’, z is the collapsing map Pn-l/Pn-k-l + Pn-l/Pn-k’- ‘, p is the map 
obtained by taking the last k’ vectors in each k-frame, p is the inclusion 
pn-l/pn-k-lGpn/pn-k-l and q is the inclusion defined by q(y,, . . . , yk) = 
(yl, . . . , yk, e,+l), e,+l = (0,. . . . , 0, 1 )E IX”+‘. Note that there is a fibration 
n+l 
V n,k ’ v,+,,k+l ’ v,+l,l = s”. 
The reduced cohomology E?*(P& has {x,-k,. . . , X,-I} 
xl E ii’( The mod 2 Steenrod algebra _4 acts on fi*(P”,k) by 
sqjx, = 1 0 j Xj+l. 
We refer to [IO], IV.4.5 for the following. 
(2.3) The cohomology H*(I&) is the free unstable A-algebra 
More precisely, H *( V,, k) is generated multiplicatively by 
subject to the relations 
x: = x213 
211n-1 
0, 21 > n - 1. 
as a Z/Zbase where 
(2.2) 
generated by fi* (P”,k). 
{xi1 n - k 5 15 n - l> 
SO {Xi,Xi* . . a Xi~lr 2 1, n - 1 2 il > i2 > . . . > i, 2 n - k) is a h/Zbase for 
H”*( v,,k). The A-module H*( v,,k) is determined by (2.2) and the Cartan formula. 
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The A-submodule of H*( V,,n) generated by monomials in the xi’s of length I 2 will be 
relevant to our proof of (1.3). 
The maps in (2.1) have the following properties. 
(2.4) p*: H*(Vn,J + H*(V,,J is determined by r*: E?*(P+) + fi*(P,,,) which maps xj 
t0 Xj for n - k’ Ij I n - 1. 
(2.5) q*: H*(V”+ l,k+ 1) + H*(V,,,) is determined by p*: g*(P,,+,,,+,) + E?*(P,,,) 
which maps xj to xj for n - k <j I n - 1 and x, to zero. 
Let A: E [ Vnsk, V&J be as defined in $1. Recall the class 1 contains the self-maps which 
change the sign of any vector in each k-frame. The following will be needed later. 
LEMMA 2.6. ;1*: H*(V,,k) + H*(Vn,k) is the identity map. 
Proof: The result is clearly true for k = 1. Suppose k > 1 and suppose the result is true 
fork - 1. Let ~_l,k_l 5 I$_,,,_, (resp. I$ ’ 5 V,,,) be the map which changes the sign 
of the last vector in each (k - l)-frame (resp. the second last vector in each k-frame). Then 
we have a commutative diagram of fibrations 
9 
K-l,k-1 - K-l,k-I 
14 14 
V 
9’ 
n.k - V n.k 
1P LP 
p-1 B S”-‘. 
The result for v,,k follows from this, (2.3), (2.4), (2.5) and the inductive hypothesis on 
v,-I,,-,. Q.E.D. 
3. A CONSTRUCTIVE PROOF OF THE NEUTRALITY OF V,,_ 21 + , AND A CONSEQUENCE 
In this section we give a constructive proof of the neutrality of Vn,k for n even, k odd and 
derive from it a consequence-Proposition 3.13 which we will need in the proof of (1.3). 
Let n = 2m, k = 22 + 1 where I 2 0. Let g: Vz,, 21+ 1+ V,,, 21+ 1 be the map which 
changes the sign of the last vector in each k-frame. Let R, be the 2 x 2 matrix 
[ 
cos 7rt, -sin nt 
sin 714 1 cos7ct * 
A homotopy showing 1 N g for V,,, 21+ 1 can be provided by the matrix product 
WY) = K*Y *diag {K, . . . , R,, 11, Oltll (3.1) 
where an element y of V&,,, 21+ 1 is viewed as a 2m x (21 + 1) matrix, diag {R,, . . . , R,, l} 
denotes a (21 + 1) x (21+ 1) block diagonal matrix with 1 diagonal blocks of R,‘s and yt 
(0 I t I 1) is a path in SO(2m) joining ZZm to -12,,,. 
If k = 21 + 1 r 3 and g’: V,,,,, 21+ 1 -+ V,,, 21+ 1 is the map which changes the sign of any 
vector other than the last one in each k-frame, a homotopy H’: V2,,,, 21+ 1 x Z + VZm,21+ 1 from 
1 to g’ is similarly constructed where I denotes the closed interval [O, 11. For our purpose 
later we will specifically consider g’ = g2 given by 
S’(Yl, * * * 9 Yzl-l,Y21,Y21+1) = (Yl, *. . > Y21-1, - Y2l9Y2l.l). 
Let T: V2/Zm,21+1 
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-+ V2,,,, 21+ 1 be the map given by 
T(y,, * f . 9 Y21-l,YZI,Y21+l)=(Ylr. * * 3 y21-l>Y2I+l,Y2J 
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Then Hz: V,,, 21 + 1 x Z --+ V2,,,, 2,+ I defined by 
H~(Y, t) = T(H(T(Y), t)) 
is a homotopy from 1 to g2 where H is as in (3.1). The following diagram is commutative 
V 2m,21+1 xl 
H2 
, V 2m,21+1 
1 P,xid 1 P2 (3.2) 
V 
H 
2m,1Xz=S2m-1Xz - s2m-1 = V2m 1 
where H is as in (3.1) (for I = 0) and p2(y1, . . . , yzI, y21+1) = y,,. In fact, this is just the 
commutative diagram 
V 
T H, T 
2m,ZI+1 - V2m 2Ifl - v,nt, 2If 1 - vzm,2,+1 
1 P2 l’P1 H 1 Pl 1 P2 
SZm-1 s2m-1 ’ , SZm-1 s2m-1 
where pl(yl, . . . , y21, Y~,+~) = y2i+1, and both H, are as in (3.1). 
In this paragraph a topological space is meant a compact Hausdorff space. Let X be 
such a space. We suppose X is a Z,-space. Thus if g is the generator of Z2 then g: X -+ X is 
an involution. The mapping torus of g: X -+ X is defined to be the quotient space 
T(g) = Xx Z/(x, 0) N (g(x), 1). 
T(g) can be identified with X xr, S’ as follows where z2 acts on S’ by g(e”) = -eie. 
Elements of T(g) are denoted by (x, t) and elements of X xz, S1 are denoted by [x, e”]. 
Then the map (x, t) -+ [x, eint] is a homeomorphism from T(g) onto X xzz S’ which is easy 
to see. Let Y be another Z2-space and J X + Y be a Z2-map. Then f induces a map 
j XxzzS1 + Yxz,S1 given by 
f([x, e”]) = [f(x), e”]. 
Suppose 1 = lx N g: X + X and let H: X x Z + X be such a homotopy. Then H induces 
a map Z?: X xz, S’ + X given by 
Z?( [x, eiff*]) = H(x, t) forO5tII. (3.3) 
Finally we note the map j: X + X xzz S1 given by 
Z(x) = [x, ei2”] (3.4) 
is an embedding. Also, if H: 1 N g then the composite X L X xzl S’ 5 X is the identity 
map. 
For n > k > 0 there is a commutative diagram 
V 
P 
n,k - V”,, = r-l 
14 1 41 (3.5) 
V 
P1 
n+l,k+l - v”+ll=SR 
where p, q are as in (2.1), p2(y1, . . . , yk, yk+l) = yl, and q1 is induced by 
[w”~lFP@ Iw’ = R”+l. Let Z2 = {l,g} act on V,,k (resp. V”+l,k+l) by letting g be the map 
which changes the sign of the last vector in each k-frame (resp. the second last vector in each 
(k + l)-frame) and act on S”-’ and S” by letting g be the antipodal map. Then (3.5) is 
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a commutative diagram of Z,-maps. This results in a commutative diagram of induced 
maps 
K+l,k+l xZ,sl - S” xz, s l. 
Now assume n is odd and k is even; so n + 1 is even and k + 1 is odd. Then we have 
homotopies Hz : V, + 1, k + 1 x I + V,+ l,k+l and H: S” x I + S” as in (3.2). These homotopies 
induce maps E? 
- 
2: G+l,k+l xZ,s1 + v “+ l,k+ 1 and H: S” XZ, S’ + S” as in (3.3). Moreover, 
the diagram 
Pz 
v,+l,k+l xZ,s1 - S” xz, Sl 
v1Hi2 
1H (3.7) 
P2 
n+l,k+l , S” 
commutes, and this follows by (3.2). Composing (3.7) with (3.6) we get a commutative 
diagram 
V.,k x&S’ 2 S”_’ xr2s1 
14 1 41 (3.8) 
V 0 n+l.k+l - S” 
where #J = Hzo4, f#~~ = fi”ql. Note that 4 = +oj, ql = +lojl where j: v,,,+ Vn,&xZ2S1, 
jl: S”-1~ S”-1 
xz2 S1 are as given by (3.4). 
We stress that we get 4 and $Q only under the assumption that n + 1 is even and k + 1 is 
odd. The map 1 is defined for all n > k > 0. 
For arbitrary n and k with n > k > 0 there is a fibration 
(3.9) 
where Vn,k xzI S’ is as in (3.6) and A([Y, e”]) = eize. Also, we have a map of fiber spaces 
V 
j 
n,k - V”,kX+TS’ 2 s’ 
1P 1P II (3.10) 
sn-~ jl * S”--’ xzlsl 111 s’. 
LEMMA 3.11. (1) j*: H*(Vn,kXZIS1)~H*(Vn,k) 1s onto, and there is a splitting map 
0: H *( V,,, k) + H *( V,,k XZ, S ’ ), which is an algebra homomorphism, over Z/2, that is, 
i*o = ~w(v..,J. 
(2) For any such CT, the map $: H*(Vn,k)@H*(S1)+H*(V,,k~ZIS1)given by 
is an algebra isomorphism. 
I(/(x 0 Y) = 4x)-~*(Y) 
(3) If we denote by o1 and $1 the maps for the case V,, 1 = Sn-‘, then we can choose CT (for 
k 2 2) and ol so that p*ol = op*; thus $(p* 8 1) = P*I+G~. 
Proof: The fibration (3.9) is orientable with respect o the cohomology coefficient Z/2, 
and this follows by (2.6). (We refer to [S], pp. 476 for the notion of the orientability of 
a fibration with respect to a cohomology coefficient ring R.) So we can consider the 
cohomology Serre spectral sequence of (3.9) whose E2-term is isomorphic to 
H * (V,, k) 8 H *(S ’ ), and it is basy to see that, in this case, E2 = E, . This proves (1) and (2). 
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(3) follows from the functorial property of the Serre spectral sequence applied to 
(3.10). Q.E.D. 
Note that we did not claim the map t,G in (3.11) (2) is an A-map. II/ is an A-map if and only 
if the splitting map o is. If V,,, is neutral then the induced map E?*: 
H*( Y,J + H*( V,,k xr, S ‘) is a splitting A-map where l& xrl S’ is defined by any involu- 
tion g: Vn,k + V,,, representing A and H: 1 ‘v g. In particular, this is true for n even and 
k odd. For many other values of n and k there are no splitting A-maps O, and this is a part of 
what we want to show for (1.3) as will be seen in $5. 
Simply denote the class a(x)*~*(y)~H*(V~,~ xr, S ‘) by a(x)y. Since the Z/2-module 
H*(S’) is generated by (1, y} where IyI = 1, basis elements in H*(V,,,, xr,S’) are either 
O(X) = a(x)* 1 or o(x)y. Here, and also in later sections, if xeH’(X) then 1x1 denotes the 
number 1. 
Now assume n 2 2k + 1. Recall that (Yn,k, Pn,) is (2n - %k)-connected. Then from the 
structure of H*(V,,,) described in (2.3) we see there is a Z/2-decomposition 
H*(K,, xz,S’) = a(H*(P”,k)) 0 W*(P”,k))Y for * 5 n. (3.12) 
In particular, H”( l& xrI S ‘) r E/2 and is generated by 0(x,,_ i)r, and this class is indepen- 
dent of the choice of r~. Also, for n 2 2k + 1, H*(V,+l,k+l) z H*(P,+,,,+,) if * I n. So 
H”(V n+l,lr+l) z Z/2 and is generated by x,. 
PROPOSITION 3.13. Let n be odd and k be any positive even integer such that n 2 2k + 1. 
Then 4*: H”(V,+,,,+,) = h/2 + H”(V,,, XZ, S’) = Z/2 is non-trivial, that is, it maps x, to 
a(~,_~)y where C#I is as in (3.8). 
Proof: Consider the commutative diagram 
V”,k X&S -5 F-1 X&P 
14 1 41 
V 
P2 
n+l.k+l - S” 
as given in (3.8). From (2.4), (2.5) and (3.11) we see it suffices to show the following. 
(a) 4: # 0: H”(Y) = Z/2 + H”(S”-’ xz, S’) = Z/2. 
Recall & is the composite 
Since S”L S” xzl S’ --%S” is the identity map, E?*: H”(F) = Z/2 -+ 
H”(S” XZ, S’) = Z/2 is non-trivial. So (a) is equivalent o 
(b) 4: # 0: H”(S” xz,S’) = Z/2 -+ H”(S”-’ xz,S’) = Z/2. 
For m = n - 1 or n let fm: S” + Pm be the double covering map. f, induces a map &: 
S”’ xzz S’ -P Pm given byrm([x, e’“]) =fm(x). Then the diagram 
sn-lxz2s1 x-1 , p”- 1 
J 41 
xl 
1 il 
snx‘&sl - P” 
commutes where il is the inclusion induced by [w”ci Iw” @ R’ = I?‘+ I. 
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Let &,, be the canonical ine bundle over Pm. Then t,lp”- l = <,_ 1. It is easy to see that 
f,: S” xzI S’ + Pm is precisely the projection map for the unit sphere-bundle S(25,). The 
Thorn complex (P”)2rm = D(25,)/S(25,) which is homeomorphic to PF+’ = Pm+2/P1 (see 
$5 of [4]) has the homotopy type of the cofiber of Tm. We thus have a homotopy 
commutative diagram of cofiber sequences 
j,-, Sn-lXZIS1 x-1 ~ pn-1 , P;+l 
A.-l 
B z(s”-’ xz, S’) 
(c) 1 Ql 1 il 1 i2 
SnXZZSt f. , pn jn , ,;+2 An ) 
1 G, 
C(S” xz, S’). 
Here i2 is the usual inclusion andj,, for m = n - 1 or n, is the inclusion P’“q Pm+2 followed 
by the collapsing map Pm+’ + PF+‘. That the cofiber map P” --, Cy,,, is equivalent o j, 
when C,,, is replaced by PT+2 follows from the construction for identifying (P”)25m with 
p2 m+2 as described in 45 of [4]. The third square of(c) induces a commutative diagram in 
cohomology 
H”+‘(z(s” xz, S’)) = E/2 2 H”+‘(P,“+2) = z/2 
1 vr A’.-, 1 it H”+‘(c(s”-’ x&)) = z/2 - H”+‘(P;+l) = z/2. 
Since i: and At, for m = n - 1 or n, all are isomorphisms (imj,* = 0 in dimension n + 1) it 
follows that Cq: is also an isomorphism and this is equivalent o (b). This completes the 
proof of Proposition 3.13. 
4. AN UNSTABLE SECONDARY COHOMOLOGY OPERATION ON Vm + , 3 
Let m be a positive integer such that 
m E 3 (mod4) and m + 1 is not a power of 2. (4.1) 
Let I be the integer such that m + 1 = 2’ (mod 2’+’ ); so 12 2. Since m + 1 is not a power of 
2 there is the Adem relation 
sq2’sq m+l-2’ + sq2L-*sqm+l-2t-L + sqm+l-21-*sq2’-1 + sqm+l = 0 (4.2) 
in the mod2 Steenrod algebra A. Corresponding to this relation is an unstable secondary 
cohomology operation @ as that constructed by Brown and Peterson in [2]. @ is defined on 
any cohomology class UEH~(X) of a space X with q I m such that Sq’u = 0 for i = 2’-‘, 
m+ l-2’-’ and m + 1 - 2’. m(u) lies in H q+m X and is determined up to the indeter- ( ) 
minancy 
Q(m,q) = Sq’H”+4-2’(X) + Sq2’-‘Hm+4-2’-‘(X) + Sqm+l-2’-1H21-‘+4-1(X). (4.3) 
The operation Q, is natural in the followng sense. Given a map X i Y and a class u E Hq( Y) 
with q I m. If O(u) is defined then @(f*(u)) is also defined and 
f*(O(o)) E @(S*(u))oHqCm(X) modulo the indeterminancy Q(m, q). (4.4) 
Recall fi*(V,,+,,,) has {x,,,_~, x,,,_~, x,, &lt-1hs-2 5 %IIx,-2, &Xm-1, %&m-1xm-2~ 
as a Z/2-base. Here m is as in (4.1). The corresponding suspension elements in fi* (E V, + 1, 3) = 
Cfi*(V,+,,,) are denoted by X,_2, etc. Here, for a graded A-module M, XM denotes its 
suspension defined by (ZM)j = Mj-‘. The A-module fi*(CV,+,,,) up to x,x,-i is 
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depicted as 
Sq’ o Sq’ 
;,_z K,_, x, 
0 0 0 
&l-l&l-2 &n&l-2 &X,-l~ 
That Sq2X,- 2 = 0 follows from the condition m E 3 (mod 4). Note that I&_ 2 1 = m - 1 and 
Ix,x,,,-~ 1 = 2m - 1. It is clear that CD&_ 2) is defined and has zero indeterminacy. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. In E?*(CV,+,,,), @(X,,,_2) = 4nxm-2~ 
This is proved in $6. 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.3 
We begin with some preparatory work. Throughout this section, we assume n is odd, k is 
even and positive, and n 2 2k + 1. 
Theng*(V,+l,k+l) g fi*(P,+,,,+,)for * I nandsohas {x.-~, . . . , x,}asaZ/Zbase 
in this range. By (3.12), there is a Z/2-decomposition 
H*(K,, xz,S”) = a(H*(P,,e))O c(H*(P”,k))r for * I n. 
Thus in the range n - k I * I n (note that 3 I k + 1 5 n - k) the set 
{e(xi), c(xi)yl n - k I i I n - l> 
is a Z/Zbase for fi*(V.,r,x,2S’) where Ia( = i and la(xi)yl = i + 1. Let 4: 
VI,, xz*Si + K+,,,+, be as in (3.8). By (3.13) we have 
4*(x”) = c(x,- 1 )Y. (3.13) 
Recall the composite V,,kA V,,I,xr,S’ 5 V,,+l,,+l is the map q: V,,L+ V,+I,,+I in (2.1). 
From this, (2.5) and the fact that c is a Z/Zsplitting map to the epimorphism 
H*(V.,,xZ,S’)‘f H*(V,,,) we infer 
(1) 4*(&-k) = 4X,-k). 
(2) 4*(x,) = a(~,) + ~,c(x,_~)y for n - k < s < n where E, = 0 or 1. (5.1) 
In order not to get confusions we change the notation xi (n - k I i I n - 1) for the 
generator of Zf’(P,,,) = Z/2 to xj. The monomials in H*(V,,,,) of length 2 2 are therefore 
written as x:,x:, . . . . By this change of notation, (5.1) (1) becomes 
&*(x,-k) = c(xb-k) (5.2) 
and if we set x; = 0, E, = 1 then (3.13) and (5.1) (2) can be put together in one formula 
4*(x,) = a(&) + ~,cr(x:_ l)y for n - k < s s n. (5.3) 
For a space X, a pair of cohomology classes x, y E H*(X) are said to be evenly connected 
if Sq’x = y, for some even t 2 0. This non-symmetric relation generates an equivalence 
relation on H*(X); we describe x, y are evenly related if they are equivalent in this sense. 
James observes the following in [4]. 
All x, with s odd and n - k < s < n are evenly related in fi * (P. + 1, t + 1 ). (5.4) 
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This follows from the following relations (by (2.2)), when defined: 
Sq4x*i-1 = xSi+3~ %*x8i+3 = xSi+5? 
sq4x8i+5 = X8if9, sq2x8i+7 = x8i+9- (5.5) 
From these relations one also easily verifies that for k 2 4 if x,,_~ and x, are evenly related 
then one of them is evenly related to some x, with s odd and n - k < s < n. From this and 
(5.4) we see there are only the following four cases of the equivalence classes on the set 
{x,1 s odd, n - k I s I n} defined by the “evenly related” equivalence relation: 
Case 1. [x,1 s odd, n - k I s I n], that is, only one equivalence class, 
Case 2. [x,_~] u [x,1 s odd, n - k < s < n] for k 2 4, 
Case 3. [.x,1 s odd, n - k I s < n] u [x,], 
Case 4. [x,-J u [x,1 s odd, n - k < s < n] u [x,,] for k 2 4. 
From (5.5) we also observe the following. 
(5.6) (1) In Case 2, n - k satisfies n - k E 1 (mod 8). 
(2) In Case 3, n satisfies n = 3 (mod4). 
(3) In Case 4, n - k satisfies n - k - 1 (mod 8) and n satisfies n - 3 (mod 4). 
Now suppose n + 1 is not a power of 2 and suppose V,,, is neutral. We show this would 
lead to a contradiction. The contradiction proof will be discussed in the above four cases 
separately. 
Since Vn,k is neutral, the splitting map e: H*(V,,,) + H*(V,,, xz,S’) can be taken to be 
the induced map of a space map E?: V& xz2 S’ + Vn,k which is obtained as in (3.3). So e is 
A-linear. We also need the following which is easy to see from (2.2). 
(5.7) For t even and s odd with n - k < s < n, Sq’x, # 0 in 
fi*(P,+,,,+,) if and only if Sq’x:_r # 0 in fi*(P,,,). 
In Case 1, all x, with s odd and n - k I s < n are evenly related. Then a contradiction 
arises as follows. For odd s and odd s1 with n - k < s < s1 I n, suppose Sq’x, = x,, for 
some even t. Then Sq’x: = xi, and, by (5.7), Sq’x:_ 1 = XL, _ 1. From (5.3) we have 
a(x&) + c,,g(x:,-i)Y = 4*(x,,) . 
= ~*m’xs) 
= Sq’(+* (xs)) 
= %Wx$) + WC&lh) 
= o(Sq’x:) + ssa(Sq’x:_ i)r ((r is A-linear and Sqjy = 0 for j > 0) 
= 0(x&) + VJ(x;,-1)Y. (5.8) 
So E, = E,, . Now x, _k is evenly connected to some x,, with s’ odd and n - k -c s’ I n, say 
Sq”x,_, = x,,. By making a similar calculation as (5.8) we see a,, = 0 since we only have 
4*(x,-k) = a(~;_~) by (5.2). It follows, then, from the “evenly related” equivalence relation 
that all E, with s odd and n - k < s I n are zero, and this is a contradiction since E, = 1. 
This proves (1.3) for Case 1. 
For the remaining cases, we want to use (4.4) and (4.5) to get a contradiction. 
First consider Case 2. In this case, k L 4, x,-~ is not evenly related to any element in 
S = {xsl s odd, n - k < s I n} and all elements in S are evenly related. From the calculation 
(5.8) and also from “evenly related” equivalence relation, we see all E, with s odd and 
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n - k < s I n are equal and this value is 1 since E, = 1. In particular, E, _k + Z = 1. Let 
m = n - k + 2. By (5.6) (l), m 3 3 (mod 8). Since m = n - k + 2 2 k + 3 2 7, m + 1 is not 
a power of 2. Thus m satisfies condition (4.1). Since E, = 1, from (5.3) we have 
Kohl) = en) + 44-lb. (5.9) 
Note that, since k 2 4, m = n - k + 2 < n and so a(~‘,) # 0. Consider the Stiefel manifold 
V m+l,3 = K-k+3,3. Let 4: V,,,,, + V,,,,,,, be the composite 
41 q2 
vm+l,3- vm+2,4--+‘. ‘- v,+l,k+l (5.10) 
where each qi is a “q” in (2.1). We are going to apply Proposition (4.5) to I: V, + 1, 3, to apply 
the naturality (4.4) to the suspensions X4, X4, ZH and to use (5.9) to get a contradiction for 
this case. These maps are displayed as follows. 
By dimensional reasons (from n 2 2k + l), by (2.2), (2.3) and by (3.11) (2), we have the 
following decompositions of A-modules up to dimension 2m - 1 = 2n - 2k + 3: 
~*(~&+l,k+l) = E?*(CP,+l,k+l)O~“H/2O~“2/2, (5.11) 
E?*(xVv,,,) = fi*(cP,,,) @ %?/2 @ @7/2, (5.12) 
fi*(x(Vn,k xz, S’)) = x(&*(P,,k)) @ x(aH*(P,,,)y) @ %?/2 @ c*‘(z/2 @ z/2). (5.13) 
Here II = 2m - 2, lZ = 2m - 1, the first C”Z/2 (resp. the second Z”Z/2, the third Z”Z/2) is 
generated by x, _ 1 x, _ 2 (resp. XL _ 1 XL _ 2, a(xk_ 1xk_2)), the first C12Z/2 (resp. the second 
ZfZE/2) is generated by X,X,-~ (resp. x~x~_~) and Ci2(E/2 0 Z/2) is generated by 
~(x),x&_~) and o(xh_ i~k_~)y. Again “-” means suspension. 
Since we are in Case 2, for all even t > 0, Sq’x,_, = Sq’x,_k = 0 in H*(P,+ ‘,k_+ 1) which 
is equivalent to Sq’X,_ Z = 0 in fi*(X:P “+ l,k+ 1). This is also true for XL-2 in H*(XP,,k). 
Consider X,,_, (resp. _i$,,_l) as the bottom class of E?*(cV~+,,,+~) (resp. ii*(xV”,k)). Then 
the unstable secondary cohomology operation 0 in $4 is defined on X,_I and %a_ 2, and 
therefore also on f~(xk_~) = (&#~)*(x,_~) = ZH*(Z:,_,) = ~a(x:,_2)EI?*(~(V,,kXZ1S1)), 
and takes value in H’2(CV,,+i,k+l ) = 2/2, H”(CV,,,) = h/2 and H”(x( V,,, Xn, s’)) = 
Z/2 0 Z/2 respectively. From (4.3), (5.11), (5.12), (5.13) we see the indeterminancy of 0 for 
each of these cases is zero. So Q(X,_2), Q(Xg_2) and @(a(~;_~)) all are single-valued. 
Applying (2.5) to each qi in (5.10) we see (Q)*(X,-2) = z?,,-~ and (E~)*(x,,,x,,,_~) =
%A?l-2 (the elements in H*(l/,+l,k+l ) and the corresponding elements in H*(V,,,+,,,) 
under 4* are denoted by the same notation as in (2.5)). From the result (4.5) for XV, + 1, 3 and 
applying (4.4) to Cq we obtain 
wm-2) = X,X,-2EH12(C~+l,k+l). (5.14) 
The image of @(x6-2) in H*(x(V,,k xz,S’)) = x(oH*(V”,k)) @ x(aH*(V”,k)y) under 
Gr = (EH)*: H*(CV+) -+ H*(C( V,,k xz2 S’)) must lie in the direct summand 
x(aH*( V,,k)) = Co(H*(E V”,k)) and so is either a(x6x~_ 2) or zero. Applying (4.4) to EH we 
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see 
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aqo(x:,_2)) = aq(zcz1)*(x:,_2)) 
= (cI?)*(qx:_ 2)) 
= ~o(aqX~_2)) 
= &rT(X&X~_2) 
where E = 0 or 1. On the other hand, we have 
$*(x,x,-2) = 4*(4~*(%Pl-2) 
=(&a + w?-l)Yb(&-2) (by (5.2) and (5.9)) 
= (T(x~x:_~) + 0(~&,_1xL_~)r (by (3.11) (2)). 
So (w)*(hn%n-2) = o(xLx~_~) + r~(x~_~x~_~)y. Applying (4.4) to CI#J we get 
wJ(x:,-2)) = ~((wJ)*(%n-2) 
= (~#)*(wm-2)) 
= (w)*(G&m-2) (by (5.14)) 
= o(xkxb-2) + a(x;-lx&-&J, 
(5.15) 
and this is inconsistent with (5.15). This contradiction proves (1.3) for Case 2. 
Next we consider Case 3. In this case x, is not evenly related to any element in S’ = 
{xsj s odd, n - k I s < n}, and all elements in S’ are evenly related. Again a calculation as 
that in (5.8) shows that all E, with s odd and n - k < s < n are equal and this value is zero. In 
particular, E._~ = 0. From (5.3) we thus have 
4*(x,-2) = 44-2). (5.16) 
By (5.6) (2), n E 3 (mod4). By assumption, n + 1 is not a power of 2. Thus n satisfies 
condition (4.1). Consider the Stiefel manifold V, + i, 3 and the map p: V, + 1, k + 1 + V, + 1, 3 in 
(2.1). Let f be the composite 
4 P 
K,kXZ,S’ + v,+w+, + vn+1,3. 
We shall apply (4.5) to C V. + 1, 3, apply (4.4) to Xfand Xr? and use (5.16) to get a contradic- 
tion for this case. We display these maps as follows. 
From (2.2) and (2.3) we see the Z/Zsubmodule of H*(V,,,) generated by the monomials 
xfx> is an A-submodule which we denote by M. Note that 
M’ = 0 for i > 2n - 3 and MZnm3 E Z/2 generated by ~b_~xb-~. (5.17) 
By dimensional reasons (again from n L 2k + l), by (2.2), (2.3) and (3.11) (2), there are the 
following decompositions of A-modules up to dimension 2n - 1: 
fi*(CV,,,) = fi*(P,,,) @ XM, (5.18) 
fi*(V’,,,, xz,S’)) = X@*(P,,,)) OVH*(P,,,)y) 8 Z(aM) 8 Vi%‘). (5.19) 
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From (5.17), (5.18) and (5.19) we see 
H2”-1(CVn,k) = 0 and H 2”-‘(z(V”,, X&S’)) z h/2 
generated by a(xb _ 1x:_ *)y. 
(5.20) 
Let I be the integer defined by n E 2l- 1 (mod 2’+ l) as in $4. So 12 2. We will need the 
following fact. 
(5.21) The top class u(x~-~x:-~)~ in (5.19) can not be hit from a class of lower 
dimension in H*(Z(V,,k xz,Sl)) by a Steenrod operation Sq’ with t > 0 and 
t = 0 (mod2’-‘). 
This, by (5.19) and (5.20) and by the fact that 0 is A-linear, is equivalent o 
(5.22) Sq’xixj = 0 in M for t + i + j = 2n - 3 where t is as in (5.21). 
The remainder of this paragraph is devoted to proving (5.22). Let n = ii2’+’ + 2’ - 1 where 
ii > 0 since n + 1 is not a power of 2. In Z?*(P) the least integer t’ > 0 such that 
Sqr’xn+ = x, is 2’ (by (2.2)). This implies 2’ > k since the bottom class of fi*(P,+ l,k+ r) is 
x.+ and we are in Case 3. Thus for x~EH*(P,,), a = ti2’+’ f a1 for some a1 with 
0 I a1 < 2’ - 1. It is easy to see from this and from (2.2) the following. 
(*) In fi*(P,,,) there are no even t> 0 such that 
Sqr(X’,-1-r) = Xb_1 = Xiz1+1+2*-*, 
(**) In fi*(P,,,) there are no odd t such that 
Sq’(Xi_2-r) = X:-z. 
(***) Sq2’-1(x~_2_2~-I) = 0 # XL_* in fi*(P,,,). 
Let i, j, t be as in (5.22). From Cartan formula we have 
sq’(x:x;) = i (sq”x:)(sql-‘xi). 
p=o 
Suppose Sq’(x:x;) # 0. Then, by (5.17), Sq’(x:x>) = x~_~xL-~ since t + i + j = 2n - 3. So 
Sq’x: = xb- 1 and Sq’-‘xi = XL_* for exactly one p. Except for p = 0, this is impossible by 
(*), (**) and by the fact that i + j is odd (because t is even and t + i + j = 2n - 3) as is seen 
from the following table: 
odd 
even 
even 
odd 
odd 
even 
odd 
even. 
For p = 0, Sq’-“xi = Sq’x; = xb-* and this is impossible by (**a) because t > 0, 
tzO(mod2’-‘) and t=n-2-j<n-2-(n-k)=k-2<2’, SO t=2’-‘. This 
proves (5.22) and therefore (5.21). 
BY (2.4), p*(x,-*) = x.-2, I* = x, and ~*(x.x._~) = X.X.-~. Again here we recall 
our convention that the elements in f?*(V “+ 1, 3) and the corresponding elements in 
E*(v “+ 1 ,k + 1) under p* are denoted by the same notation as in (2.4). Recall f = ~4: 
V,,k x;els’ ’ V.+l,k+l ' v.+l,3* Then f*(x._*) = 4*(x,-*) = @XL-*) by (5.16). So 
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(Xf)*(Znm2) = o(xbe2). We have 
f*(&&-2) = d*P*(V”-2) 
= +*(&x,-J 
= ~*(x?M*(&-2) 
= a(x~_,)ya(x~_,) (by (5.3) for s = n and by (5.16)) 
= c$x;_ix;_&J (by (3.11) (2)). 
Thus 
(V-)*(x,&-2) = GV1&z)Y. (5.23) 
The unstable secondary operation @ in $4 for m = n is defined on X, _ 2 E H *(C V, + i, 3) 
and so is also defined on (EJ)*(zZ~_~) = 0(x:1-~). By Proposition (4.5), @(Z’n_2) = 
X,X”_ZEH~~-1(CV”+l,3 ). Applying (4.4) to Cf we obtain the following. 
InH2”-‘(~(I/,,,xz,S’), 
@(WI-2)) = @((v-)*(%2)) 
= (v-)*(wn-2)) 
= (v)*(w”-2)) 
= a(x;_l~;-~)y (by (5.23)) (5.24) 
modulo the indeterminancy Q(n, n - 1). 
Here Q(n, n - 1) is given by 
Q(n,n _ 1) = Sq2’ff2”-‘-2’(x) + S$-‘jf2n-1-2’-‘(x) + &f+l-2’-‘~“+2’-‘-2(x) 
(5.25) 
where X = Z(Vqk xz2 S’) and 1 is as in (5.21). 
On the other hand, cf, is also defined on xb_2 E H”-‘(CVn/,,) and takes values in 
H2”-1(xv& = 0 (by (5.20)). So @‘(z?:_~) = 0. Applying (4.4) to ZH: x(v,,k xz,s’) + xv,,, 
we see 
qJ(x;_2)) = aq(Yzfi)*(x:,_,)) 
= (zR)*(aqx:,_2)) 
= 0 modulo Q(n, n - 1). (5.26) 
Comparing (5.24) and (5.26) we deduce that a(~k_~xh_~)y lies in Q(n, n - l), and this is 
contradictory to (5.21) since the integers 2’, 2’-’ and n + 1 - 2’-’ in (5.25) all are positive 
and are multiples of 2 - ’ ‘. This contradiction proves (1.3) for Case 3. 
Finally, consider Case 4. In this case, x, _k and x, are not evenly related, and they are not 
evenly related to elements in S” = {x,( s odd, n - k < s < n} either. By (5.4) and by the 
calculation in (5.8) we see all E, with s odd and n - k -c s < n have the same value, but we 
don’t know whether this value is 0 or 1. In case this value is 1 then, because of the conclusion 
of (5.6) (3) on m = n - k + 2, we can proceed as in Case 2 to get a contradiction. In case this 
value is 0, then we can proceed as in Case 3 to get a contradiction because of the conclusion 
of (5.6) (3) on n. This proves (1.3) for Case 4. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.3. 
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6. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 4.5 
Let m be a positive integer such that m 3 3(4) and such that m + 1 is not a power of 2 as 
in (4.1). Let 0 be the unstable secondary operation defined by the Adem relation (4.2). 
Brown and Peterson prove in [2] the following. 
(6.1) CD detects any map fi SZm-l + S” representing the Whitehead product 
[I,, r,,,] ~rr~,,,_i(S~). That is, 
@ # 0: H”(C,) = z/2 + H2”(C,) = z/2. 
Let w, = [I,,,, zJ. w, can be desuspended (in fact, desuspended at least three times since 
m = 3 (mod4), see [3]). Denote any desuspension of w, by ZZ-1~,~~2m_2(Sm-1). From 
(6.1) we deduce 
(6.2) Let f’: SZm-* + Sm-’ be a map representing Z-lw,. Then 0 # 0: 
H”_‘(C,) = z/2 + H*“-‘(cJ,) = z/2. 
Let t denote the tangent bundle of S” and S(z) the corresponding unit sphere-bundle. 
S(r) is just Vm+1,2. Since m is odd, r contains a trivial line bundle E as a subbundle, or 
equivalently, there is a cross section (T: S” + V,, 1,2 = S(r) to the projection V,, 1, 2 5 Sm. 
Let T’ be the orthogonal complement of E in 5 and let E = S(z’) be the corresponding unit 
sphere-bundle; so E = {(x, y)l x, YE IWm+l, 11 x 11 = Ilyll = 1, xly, o(x)ly}. Then there is 
a bundle map 
s”-2 - E 
PI 
- S” 
1 4’ IS II 
V 
P 
m,2 - Vm+l,, - S” 
where p is as in (2.1) and g(x, y) = (x, a(x), y). The following is easy to see. 
(6.3) 
(6.4) (1) ii’(E) = 
Z/2 1 = m - 2, m, 2m - 2 
0 otherwise. 
(2) H’(Vm+l,,) = n/2 + H’(E) = Z/2 for I= m - 2, m and 2m - 2. 
_ 
The second square in (6.3) defines a map of cofiber sequences 
E 
PI 
- S” 
il 
- c,, N (Srnn)r’ - XE 
IS II IS 1 =g 
V 
P 
m+1.3 ___t sm - G 
i 
- cvm+1,3 
where (Sm)r’ is the Thorn complex, which when suspended, becomes (Sm)r’ oE = (Sm)r, which 
in turn is well-known to be S’“U~~~*~. So (Sm)r’ N Sm-’ ux-~~,,,e*~-‘. It is clear that 
‘* 
H’(YZE) $ H*((Sm)r’) for 1 = m - 1, 2m - 1. By (6.2) for (Sm)r’ and the naturality (4.4) we 
thus deduce 
@ # 0: Hm-‘(CE) = Z/2 + H2m-1(XE) = h/2. 
Again by (4.4) we have a commutative diagram 
Hm-1(XV.+1,3) = Z/2 A H2m-1(ZV,+l,3) = Z/2 
= 1 cw* 
(0 
1 1 (w* 
H”-‘(ZE) = Z/2 - H2m-1(YZE) = Z/2 
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where the vertical maps are isomorphisms by (6.4) (2). Since the second 0 is non-trivial the 
first @ is nontrivial also. This proves Proposition 4.5. 
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